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ABSTRACT

Background: Vascular remodeling in idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) is regulated by an imbalance between angiogenic and angiostatic factors. The identification of biomarkers for IPF could aid in the classification of disease subtypes, and provide a means to define therapeutic response. Endostatin is an anti-angiogenic peptide with known effects on endothelial cells. VEGF xxxb is a new family of VEGF isoform stimulates a unique pattern of VEGF-R2 receptor with anti-angiogenic activity and play important role in lung injury and repair. The present study examined whether the expression of endostatin and VEGF xxxb differed among the histologic subgroups of IPF, usual interstitial pneumonia (UIP) which is steroid unresponsive type and non-specific interstitial pneumonia (NSIP) which is steroid responsive type.

Methods: The present study was conducted retrospectively using lung biopsies collected via videoscopic thoracocopy from 10 patients diagnosed as UIP and 10 patients diagnosed as NSIP pathologically. The control lung tissues from 6 patients were obtained from histologically normal areas of lung lobe removed for isolated benign tumors. The expression of endostatin and VEGF xxxb in lung tissues was assessed using immunohistochemistry studies.

Results: VEGF xxxb was localized mainly to the hyperplastic alveolar epithelial cells in the lung tissue of
UIP mainly on the cell surfaces of alveolar macrophages and epithelial cells. However lung biopsy from patients with fibrotic type of NSIP showed positive VEGF xxxb staining in the regenerative epithelial cells when compared to cellular type of NSIP which immunostained weekly for VEGFxxxb. Endostatin was up-regulated in UIP lesions compared with NSIP. Endostatin staining was strongly positive in alveolar tissue and inflammatory cells. The expression of endostatin on epithelial cells was increased significantly in UIP-like lesions compared with fibrotic NSIP lesions and in fibrotic NSIP-like lesions compared cellular NSIP and normal lung tissues.

In Conclusions: These results confirm that inhibition of angiogenesis with endostatin and VEGF xxxb contributed much more to UIP lesions than to NSIP. These results may indicate that these two diseases have a different pathophysiology. Endostatin and VEGFxxxb may be a useful marker to distinguish both diseases.
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INTRODUCTION

The idiopathic interstitial pneumonias (IIPs) comprise a group of diffuse parenchymal lung diseases of unknown etiology with varying degrees of inflammation and fibrosis [1]. The American Thoracic Society/European Respiratory Society (ATS/ERS) 2002 consensus classification statement divide IIPs into the following clinic-pathological entities: Usual interstitial (UIP), nonspecific interstitial pneumonia (NSIP), cryptogenic organizing pneumonia (COP), respiratory bronchiolitis-associated interstitial lung disease, and desquamative, acute, and lymphocytic interstitial pneumonias [2]. Usual interstitial pneumonia (UIP) and nonspecific interstitial pneumonia (NSIP) are the most clinically important and frequently occurring [2] forms of idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF). UIP and NSIP closely mimic each other clinically but NSIP has a far better outcome [3]. It is critical to differentiate between UIP and NSIP pathologically, because of differences in survival and response to corticosteroid.

UIP is a progressive and usually fatal disease with median survival
Vascular remodeling in idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) is regulated by an imbalance between angiogenic and fibrotic factors. Whereas NSIP in idiopathic type II alveolar epithelial cells is associated with inflammatory cells, IPF appears to be mediated by the lung's architecture. Histological and ultrastructural evidence of vascular remodeling, as assessed by electron microscopy, suggests a role for injury-induced apoptosis of endothelial cells and pericytes. These findings, along with the demonstration of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and its receptor (VEGFR) expression in IPF lungs, suggest a potential role in lung injury and repair. The role of VEGF in IPF pathology has been demonstrated in both animal models and human specimens from idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) is regulated by an imbalance between angiogenic and fibrotic factors. A new capillary formation theory suggests that NSIP involves a balance between angiogenesis and fibrosis, whereas IPF involves a disruption of this balance. The identification of potential biomarkers and therapeutic targets for IPF is crucial for improving patient outcomes. Further research is needed to elucidate the mechanisms underlying vascular remodeling in IPF and to develop effective therapeutic strategies.
Angiogenesis plays a role in the pathogenesis of interstitial lung disease, including pulmonary fibrosis. Endostatin, an angiogenesis inhibitor, has been shown to suppress tumor angiogenesis in vitro and in vivo. In recent studies, endostatin has been implicated in the pathogenesis of pulmonary fibrosis, as it has been detected in the bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BAL) of patients with idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF). Elevation of endostatin levels in the BAL fluid has been associated with more severe disease and worse prognosis. The mechanism by which endostatin contributes to the fibrotic process is not fully understood, but it may involve inhibition of matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) activity, which is crucial for maintaining lung homeostasis. The role of endostatin in the repair process is also under investigation, as studies have shown that endostatin expression is increased in response to injury, suggesting a potential role in the resolution of fibrosis. Further research is needed to elucidate the specific mechanisms by which endostatin affects the fibrotic process and to explore its potential as a therapeutic target.
PATIENTS AND METHODS

A) **Patient population**

Archival normal and IPF lung tissue sections and paraffin blocks were utilized in this study.

The present study was performed retrospectively on lung specimens from 20 patients with IPF (10 patients with UIP and 10 patients with NSIP) in the period between July 2009 and May 2010. Samples were obtained by video thoracoscopic lung biopsy. The diagnosis of IPF was based on strict criteria (ie, clinical history, physical examination, roentgenographic findings, laboratory tests, pulmonary function tests, histologic findings, and the exclusion of other known causes of interstitial lung disease), according to the latest American Thoracic Society/European Respiratory Society criteria [2]. The histological diagnosis in all specimens was compatible with that of UIP in 10 patient and NSIP in 10 patients. None of the patients were under systemic steroid or immunosuppressive therapy prior to lung biopsy. The control lung tissues were obtained from histological normal areas of lung lobe removed for isolated benign tumors via thoracotomy. Patients in the control group had no other underlying lung pathology.

B) **Tissue Preparation and histological Evaluation of lung sections using light microscopy**

Lung biopsies were fixed immediately in 10% neutral formalin, dehydrated, and embedded in paraffin block. Sections (4 μm thick) was cut and stained with H&E. Two additional coated slices were cut for VEGF and endostatin staining examined using immunohistochemistry study.

C) **Immunohistochemistry (IHC) studies**

IHC staining was performed with the avidin biotin complex method using ABC kits (Vector Laboratories Inc, Burlingame CA, U.S.A). Tissue sections of lung biopsies were deparaffinized through serial baths of xylene, alcohol and water. To reactivation the antigen, sections were pretreated in 10 mM citrate buffer, pH6.0 in a microwave oven for 10 min at boiling condition. The sections were then washed three times with phosphate buffered solution (PBS) for 5 min. Then, the sections were soaked in 0.3% hydrogen peroxide for 30 min at room
temperature to remove endogenous peroxidase activity. To inhibit nonspecific binding, sections were treated with 10% horse serum for 20 min and incubated with mouse anti-human VEGF xxxb monoclonal antibody (R&D Systems, USA, cat # MAB3045) and endostatin monoclonal antibodies (Chemicon International, Temecula, CA) at 1:200 dilutions for overnight at 4°C. After being washed with PBS, the slides were subsequently incubated with biotin-conjugated goat anti-mouse Ig G antibody for 1 hour. After the section washed with PBS, the sections were then treated with avidin-biotin peroxidase complex (Vector Laboratories, CA) for 1 h and washed once more with PBS. The sections were finally incubated with DAB (3, 3’- diaminobenidine hydrochloride containing 0.1% hydrogen peroxidase) for 5-8 min. Sections were then counterstained with hematoxylin and mounted. Nonimmune mouse IgG was used as a negative control. No significant immunohistochemical reaction occurred in the control sections. In independent tissue evaluation by pathologists graded semiquantitatively the degree of staining that was present, as follows: grade 0, no staining present; grade 1, < 10% of the cells are positive; grade 2, > 10% but < 50% of the cells are positive; and grade 3, > 50% of cells are positive.

D) Grading of Fibrosis
The grade of fibrosis in each field was also assessed by using previously described criteria with slight modifications [4, 24] from grade 0 to 5 (0, normal lung; 1, minimal fibrous thickening of alveolar or bronchiolar walls; 2, moderate thickening of walls without obvious damage to lung architecture; 3, increased fibrosis with definite damage to lung structure and formation of fibrous bands or small fibrous masses; 4, severe distortion of structure and large fibrous areas "honeycomb lung" is placed in this category; and 5, total fibrous obliteration throughout the field). The evaluation of immunoreactivity and the grade of fibrosis in each field were determined at the same time by pathologist who is blinded to clini-
Statistical Analysis

The percentage of IPF patients and control subjects with positive immunohistochemical signals were compared using the X² test (Microsoft Excel 2000; Microsoft Corp; Bellevue, WA). A p value of < 0.05 was considered to be significant.

RESULTS

1) The histological features of usual interstitial pneumonia (UIP):

The diagnostic keys for diagnosing UIP were the following: 1) a patchwork appearance resulting from alternating areas of scarred and normal lung; 2) architectural distortion; and 3) fibroblastic foci. As shown in Figure 1, at low magnification there was the abrupt alternating of scarred and normal lung (patchwork pattern: scar-normal-scar-normal) and the scarred areas showed obliterated the alveolar architecture (Figure 1A). The fibrosis was mostly seen at the periphery of the lobule in the subpleural paraseptal regions, with relative sparing of the centrolobule. This was a useful diagnostic clue, particularly in early cases (Figure 1B). Honeycomb consists of enlarged airspaces lined by bronchiolar epithelium, frequently filled by mucus and surrounded by dense scars (Figure 1C). The architectural distortion and the abrupt transition with residual normal lung was one of the characteristic of UIP. A fibroblastic focus consisting of a dome-shaped proliferation of myofibroblasts immersed in a myxoid matrix. Fibroblastic foci were covered by bronchiolar epithelium or by hyperplastic pneumocytes (Figure 1D). Temporal heterogeneous appearance with alternating areas of normal lung structure, interstitial inflammation, and dense fibrosis was most characteristic feature of UIP as shown in Figure 3C.

2) The histological features of non-specific interstitial pneumonia (NSIP):

Of 10 patients diagnosed with NSIP, 7 patients had cellular NSIP and 3 had fibrotic NSIP.

Histology of NSIP showed a uniform interstitial fibrosis with preservation of the alveolar architecture. At low magnification, the absence of patchwork and architectural distortion are the keys to differentiating NSIP.
from usual interstitial pneumonia (Figure 2A). There was absence of honeycomb and fibroblastic foci (the fibrosis was all of the same age). Furthermore, in areas in which fibrosis was more marked; the alveolar framework was still recognizable (Figure 2B). The fibrosis sometimes is looser in NSIP, a feature rarely seen in usual interstitial pneumonia (Figure 2C). Enlarged airspaces surrounded by interstitial fibrosis and lined with bronchiolar or alveolar epithelium are quite frequent in fibrosing NSIP and differ from honeycomb in the finer character of the fibrosis, which respects the alveolar architecture (Figure 2D). In cellular pattern of NSIP, large number of mononuclear cells consistently occupied interstitial matrix of alveolar wall (Figure 3A). Fibrin rich exudates were occasionally found in air space and were often enclosed by extension of epithelial cells (organizing pneumonia). Most alveolar wall in cellular pattern of NSIP appeared quiet enlarged with edema and inflammatory cells (Figure 3A). In fibrotic pattern of NSIP, the alveolar walls were characterized by uniform collagen deposition without fibroblastic foci compared to UIP pattern where fibroblastic foci developed adjacent to patchy fibrotic scars (Figure 3B, 3C respectively).

3) VEGFxxxb is upregulated in hyperplastic epithelial cells of UIP.

By immunohistochemistry, VEGFxxxb was localized mainly to the hyperplastic alveolar epithelial cells in the lung tissue of UIP mainly on the cell surfaces of alveolar macrophages and epithelial cells (Figure 4). These finding was observed in all 10 patients with UIP. On the other hand, in patients with nonspecific interstitial pneumonia of fibrotic type, VEGFxxxb staining was positive in the regenerative epithelial cells when compared to cellular type of NSIP which showed weak immune-staining of VEGFxxxb. Immunostaining for VEGFxxxb was observed in 3 out 10 in NSIP, most of VEGFxxxb staining was observed in lung biopsy from patients diagnosed with fibrotic NSIP. Control normal lung tissue (n= 6) showed no staining for VEGFxxxb (Figure 4).

4) Endostatin expression increased in UIP and its expression increased with grade of fibrosis.

Positive signals for endostain were
predominantly detected in the bronchiolar and alveolar epithelial cells in lung tissues from patients with UIP, especially in grade 3 lesions. In UIP, fNSIP, and cNSIP, there was a significant increase in the expression of the endostatin in grade 3 fibrosis compared with other grades (P < .05). Endostatin expression in UIP-like lesions significantly increased compared with fNSIP-like lesions (P < .01) in grade 1,2 and 3 and also significantly increased compared with cNSIP-like lesions (P < .01) in grade 1,2 and 3. There was a significant increase in the expression of endostatin in fNSIP-like lesions compared with cNSIP-like lesions (P < .05) in grade 2 and grade 3 lesions (Figure 5A and B). IHC for endostatin was negative in all control subjects.
Figure 1: Histology of usual interstitial pneumonia (UIP): A) At low magnification there is abrupt alternation of scarred and normal lung (patchwork pattern: scar-normal-scar-normal). In the scarred areas the alveolar architecture is obliterated (H&E x 20). B) The fibrosis frequently prevails at the periphery of the lobule in the subpleural paraseptal regions (arrows), with relative sparing of the centrolobule (H&E x 20). C) Honeycomb consists of enlarged airspaces lined by bronchiolar epithelium, frequently filled by mucus and surrounded by dense scars. Note the architectural distortion and the abrupt transition with residual normal lung seen in the right upper corner (H&E x 20). D) A fibroblastic focus consisting of a dome-shaped proliferation of myofibroblasts like cells in a myxoid matrix. Fibroblastic foci is covered by bronchiolar epithelium (H&E x 100).
Figure 2: Histology of non-specific interstitial pneumonia ((NSIP): A) Uniform interstitial fibrosis with preservation of the alveolar architecture, with no of honeycomb and fibroblastic foci (the fibrosis is all of the same age) (H&E x20. B) Also in areas in which fibrosis is more marked, the alveolar framework is still recognizable ((H&Ex 20).C)) Another lung section showing loose fibrosis ((H&Ex40).D) Enlarged airspaces surrounded by interstitial fibrosis and lined with bronchiolar or alveolar epithelium with preservation of the alveolar architecture (H&Ex40).
Figure 3: Representative images of lung biopsy specimens: A) Cellular non specific interstitial pneumonia (cNSIP) lesions: Centrilobular accentuation of lymphocyte infiltration into the alveolar walls. B) Fibrotic non specific interstitial pneumonia (fNSIP): Loose fibrosis with moderate infiltration of lymphoid cells in the subpleural and centrilobular areas C) Usual interstitial pneumonia (UIP). Temporal heterogeneous appearance with alternating areas of normal lung structure, interstitial inflammation, and dense fibrosis (H&E *40).
Figure 4: Histology and immunohistochemistry for VEGFxxxb: Top panel showed H&E staining and IHC staining of lung tissue from UIP patients showing septal inflammation and fibrosis. Note VEGFxxxb immunostainin was intensely positive in the hyperplastic alveolar epithelial cells and alveolar macrophages. Middle panel showed H&E and IHC staining of lung section from NSIP. Note that VEGFxxxb is positive in the regenerative epithelial cells of NSIP lesion. Lower panel, H&E and IHC for VEGFxxxb in the control normal lung tissue. No positive immunostaining is observed in the sample.
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Figure 5: Endostatin expression increased in UIP lesion and its expression was increased with increasing the grade of fibrosis. A) Representative image of immunohistochemical analysis of endostatin in UIP lesion with various grades of fibrosis: As shown, there was a significant increase in the expression of the endostatin in grade 3 fibrosis compared with other grade 1 and 2 fibrosis. B) Representative images of immunohistochemical analysis for endostatin in grade 3 lesions from UIP and NSIP lesions: As shown there was strong immunostaining for endostatin in UIP compared to fNSIP and cNSIP of the same grade of fibrosis (x 20).
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DISCUSSION

Angiogenesis, new vessel formation has been shown to play a role in the evolution of tissue repair and fibroplasia associated with acute lung injury and sarcoidosis [25, 26]. The contribution of angiogenesis to the pathogenesis of fibrosis in IPF has until recently been largely ignored. The existence of morphological neovascularization in IPF was originally identified by Turner-Warwick [27], who performed postmortem studies on the lungs of patients with widespread IPF and demonstrated neovascularization/vascular remodeling that was often associated with anastomoses between the systemic and pulmonary microcirculations. Further evidence of neovascularization during the pathogenesis of pulmonary fibrosis has been seen in a rat model of pulmonary fibrosis [28]. Peao and associates perfused the vascular tree of rat lungs with methacrylate resin at a time of maximal pulmonary fibrosis [28]. Using scanning electron microscopy, these investigators demonstrated major vascular modifications that included neovascularization of an elaborate network of microvasculature located in the peribronchial re-
gions of the lungs and distortion of the architecture of the alveolar capillaries. The location of neovascularization was closely associated with regions of pulmonary fibrosis, similar to the findings for human lung [27], and this neovascularization appeared to lead to the formation of systemic-pulmonary anastomoses [28].

The development of new blood vessels (angiogenesis) is controlled by a discrete set of peptides, collectively referred to as angiogenesis factors and an imbalance in the levels of angiogenic factors, as compared with angiostatic factors that favors net angiogenesis has been demonstrated in both animal models and tissue specimens from patients with IPF [7, 8, 29]. These studies demonstrated that IL-8 and IP-10 are important factors that regulate angiogenic activity in IPF and that an imbalance exists in their expression, which favors net angiogenesis in this disease [6]. IL-8 level were greater from tissue specimens of IPF patients compared with those in control tissue [6]. In contrast, IP-10 levels were higher from tissue specimens obtained from control subjects compared with those from IPF pa-
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tients [6]. These findings support the idea that IL-8 and IP-10 are important factors that regulate angiogenic activity in IPF [6].

The present study examined the angiostatic markers as endostatin and VEGFxxxb in lung biopsies from patients with IPF. In this study we compared the expression of endostatin and VEGFxxxb in most common type of IPF namely usual interstitial pneumonitis UIP which is steroid unresponsive and non specific interstitial pneumonitis (NSIP) which is steroid responsive type.

Our study demonstrated that the expression of both VEGF xxxb and endostatin, anti-angiogenesis markers were significantly increased in the bronchiolar and alveolar epithelial cells in UIP-like lesions compared with NSIP-like lesions in lung biopsy specimens by immunohistochemical studies. Furthermore the present study demonstrated the association between the severity of fibrosis and degree expression of anti-angiogenesis signals. Endostatin and VEGFxxxb expression were significantly increased in lesions with grade 3 of fibrosis when compared with grade 2 and 1 fibrosis.

VEGFxxxb isoform is new family of VEGF isoform formed by splicing from exon 7 into the previously assumed 3'-untranslated region (exon 8b) of the VEGF mRNA. VEGF xxxb isoform stimulates a unique pattern of VEGF-R2 receptor [14] with anti-angiogenic activity and play important role in lung injury and repair [14, 15]. VEGFxxxb is endogenously expressed in a variety of tissues. Its expression is down-regulated in the tumours and neovascularization-associated with diabetic retinopathy [30]. VEGFxxxb is also involved in physiological angiogenesis and it seems that they act as a brake on excess angiogenesis during conditions of controlled angiogenesis, such as mammary development during pregnancy [31] and lactation, and fertility control. VEGFxxxb expression is up-regulated in epithelial cells by growth factors such as IGF-1 (insulin-like growth factor 1) and TGF-β (transforming growth factor β). The mechanism through which TGF-β upregulates VEGFxxxb appears to be through activation of p38MAPK [32,
Upregulation of VEGFxxxb by TGF-β supports our finding of increased VEGFxxxb in hyperplastic foci where the expression of TGF-β is prominent and though to play a role in the pathogenesis of hyperplastic foci in UIP.

Endostatin is an angiogenesis inhibitor that is an endogenously produced as proteolytic fragment of type XVIII collagen. Higher serum endostatin level was reported in patients with both lung cancer and interstitial pneumonia compared to those without interstitial pneumonia [19]. Very recently, two study groups reported elevated serum levels of endostatin in patients with systemic sclerosis [20] especially in those who presented with pulmonary fibrosis [20] and in patients with connective disease associated pulmonary fibrosis. Furthermore, endostatin level was reported to be elevated in the BAL fluid of patients with IPF compared with normal controls [23]. Endostatin has been shown to reduce migration, spreading and induce apoptosis on endothelial cells [34, 35]. Physiological doses of endostatin significantly reduced both alveolar epithelial types II cells wound repair with inhibitory effects on cellular viability and increased apoptosis in epithelial cells. These actions on epithelial were partially mediated by FasL and caspase pathways [23]. Endostatin can interact with both integrins and VEGFR-2 which are known to be present on epithelial cells [36]. This is agreement with this study showing that both endostatin and VEGFxxxb were more prominent at area of fibroblastic foci and epithelial cells.

In conclusion this study confirms that inhibition of angiogenesis with endostatin and VEGFxxxb contribute much more to UIP lesions than to NSIP. Endostatin and VEGFxxxb overexpression in UIP is a possible mechanism to injury to counteract angiogenesis and correlate to heterogeneous pattern of area of new vessels formation and angiogenesis in patients with UIP. This study also demonstrated the association of VEGFxxxb and endostatin with fibrotic zones of UIP lesions and fibrotic NSIP rather than cellular NSIP. These results may indicate that these two diseases have different pathophysiology. Endostatin and VEGFxxxb may be a useful
marker to distinguish these two diseases.
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